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We introduce the notion of a monomial resolution of a module over a group
algebra, a construction which behaves similar to the projective resolution, but uses
monomial modules instead. Over the complex numbers it is shown that, on the
level of Grothendieck groups, the monomial resolution induces the canonical
ŽBrauer induction formula which was introduced in R. Boltje Asterisque 181–182´
Ž . .1990 , 3159 .  2001 Elsevier Science
INTRODUCTION
Projective resolutions of modules over a ring are now a widely used tool
in algebra. The aim of this article is a construction in the special case of a
group algebra of a finite group G which has similar properties. Here the
projective modules are replaced by monomial modules. But there is a
difficulty which is best explained by considering the case of the group
algebra over the complex numbers. Brauer’s induction theorem tells us
that each module is a formal difference of two monomial modules. Only
the two monomial modules are not unique, even if we think of suitable
equivalence relations up to which we would require uniqueness. On the
other hand, there is a canonical way of writing a complex character as an
integral linear combination of induced one-dimensional characters, which
 was introduced in 1 . Formally, this canonical Brauer induction formula
takes its values in the free abelian group on the G-conjugacy classes of
Ž .pairs H,  , where H is a subgroup of G and  is a one-dimensional
character of H. This free abelian group can be interpreted as the
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Grothendieck group of the category of monomial modules over the group
algebra carrying the extra structure of a decomposition into one-dimen-
sional subspaces which are permuted by the G-action. These objects can
also be interpreted as G-equivariant line bundles over finite sets. Our
motivation was to lift the canonical Brauer induction formula to a functor
from the category mod of G-modules to the homotopy category ofG
Žchain complexes in the category of the monomial modules or line bun-
. Ždles described above. In fact, it is possible even over a commutative ring
.k with mild restrictions instead of  to construct for each kG-module V a
chain complex of objects in the category mon of G-line bundles over kkG
which is unique up to homotopy and behaves like a resolution. If we
interpret the occurring bundles as monomial modules, we obtain a chain
complex of monomial kG-modules with homology concentrated in degree
zero which is isomorphic to V. And over the complex numbers, the
Lefschetz invariant of the chain complex gives precisely the canonical
Brauer induction formula of the character of V.
The article is arranged as follows. In Section 1 we define and study the
category mon of finite G-line bundles over k. In Section 2 we introducekG
the notion of a monomial resolution. Section 3 is based on ideas of J.
Rickard. It is shown that both the module category mod and thekG
category mon are fully embedded in a natural functor category such thatkG
Ž .after embedding each monomial resolution becomes a projective resolu-
tion in the functor category. Moreover, this functor category can be
described as a category of G-equivariant sheaves on the poset of pairs
Ž .H,  introduced above and also as a module category over a ring which
we construct explicitly. Using the interpretation of a monomial resolution
as a projective resolution, it is easy to show its existence and uniqueness
Ž .up to homotopy by classical results; cf. Section 4. In Section 5 we study
the Grothendieck group of mon, and we show in Section 6 that thekG
Lefschetz invariant of the monomial resolution of a G-module with
character  coincides with the canonical Brauer induction formula for  .
In order to be able to take the Lefschetz invariant, we have to show that
each G-module has a finite monomial resolution, a fact which is defi-
nitely not true if we work with a field of positive characteristic.
´I thank the Department of Mathematics at the Ecole Normale
Superieure in Paris for hospitality while I was working on this subject and´
particularly M. Broue who encouraged me to look for a suitable notion of´
a monomial resolution. I am also indebted to J. Rickard for pointing out
that the monomial resolution can be interpreted as a projective resolution.
Finally, I thank the referee for his patience with a first version of this
article and for his suggestions for rewriting it. This shortened the exposi-
tion considerably and enhanced its readability.
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1. THE CATEGORY OF FINITE G-LINE BUNDLES
In this section we introduce the category of G-line bundles in which the
monomial resolution will take its values. Roughly speaking, a G-line
bundle is a monomial module with extra information of how to write it as a
direct sum of induced linear modules. The indecomposable objects are
determined and it is shown that each object is isomorphic to a direct sum
of indecomposable ones with unique multiplicities. Moreover, we give
criteria on two arbitrary objects for being isomorphic.
1.1. Notation. The following notation will be kept throughout the
paper. By G we always denote a finite group and by E the trivial group
Ž .considered as a subgroup of any other group . We fix a commutative
noetherian ring k and denote by kG the group algebra of G over k. By
ˆ Ž . Ž .G k Hom G, k we denote the multiplicative group of group homo-
morphisms into the unit group k of k. Throughout the article we assume
ˆŽ .that H k is finite for all HG. For an arbitrary k-algebra A we write
Ž . Ž .mod resp. mod for the category of finitely generated left resp. rightA A
Ž . Ž .A-modules. By lat resp. lat we denote the category of left resp. rightA A
A-lattices; this is the full subcategory of mod consisting of those A-mod-A
ules which are additionally finitely generated and projective over k. The
rank of a free k-module M is denoted by rk M.k
Ž . Ž .Furthermore, by M k we denote the set of all pairs H,  , whereG
ˆŽ .HG is a subgroup of G and H k is a homomorphism from H to
 Ž . Ž .k . This set is a finite poset partially ordered set by setting K ,  
Ž . Ž .H,  if and only if KH and    . Moreover, G acts on M k byK G
sŽ . Žs s . s 	1conjugation; more precisely, we set H,   H,  , where H sHs
s s  s 	1 ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .and  : H k is defined by  x   s xs for HG, H k ,
s Ž . Ž .sG, and x H. The stabilizer of H,   M k is denoted byG
Ž .  N H,  , and its G-orbit by H,  . Note that this G-action respects theG G
Ž . Ž . Ž .partial order on M k . By R k 
 M k we always denote a set ofG G G
Ž . Ž . Ž .representatives for the G-orbits of M k . For H,   M k we canG G
Ž .endow the k-module k with a kH-module structure by h    h  for
hH and   k. This kH-module is denoted by k ; if  1 is the trivial
homomorphism we also write k instead of k .
Ž . Ž .By  resp.  we denote the set of positive resp. non-negative0
integers, by  the ring of integers, and by  and  the fields of rational
and complex numbers.
1.2. DEFINITION. A finite G-line bundle over k is a kG-module M
together with a fixed decomposition MM  M into finitely1 m
many k-submodules M , . . . , M which are free of rank 1 as k-modules1 m
and which are permuted under the G-action. The submodules M , . . . , M1 m
are called the lines of M. If, for i 1, . . . , m, we denote by H G thei
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ˆ Ž .stabilizer of M , then a unique element  H k is defined by h   i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . h  for all hH and all  M . The pair H ,   M k is calledi i i i G
Ž . Ž .the stabilizing pair of M . For H,   M k we define byi G
M ŽŽ H ,  .. M i
 4i 1, . . . , m
Ž . Ž .H ,   H , i i
Ž .the k-submodule of H,  -fixed points of M.
A morphism between two finite G-line bundles over k, MM  1
M and NN  N , is defined to be a kG-module homomorphismm 1 n
Ž ŽŽ H ,  ... ŽŽ H ,  .. Ž . Ž .f : MN such that f M 
N for all H,   M k .G
The finite G-line bundles over k together with their morphisms define a
category which we denote by mon.kG
Ž .1.3. Remark. a As Example 1.4 below shows, there are in general
different ways to decompose a given kG-module into lines such that one
obtains a finite G-line bundle over k. Nevertheless, if the lines of a finite
G-line bundle MM  M need not be specified, then we just1 m
write M mon. In order to emphasize the dependency of an object inkG
mon on the decomposition into lines, we choose the more geometrickG
language of line bundles, although these objects are purely algebraic
structures. The geometric interpretation of these structures might also be
helpful in understanding constructions and properties of G-line bundles
over k.
Ž . b The objects of mon have been introduced by Reynolds in 3,kG
Section 3 with a smaller set of morphisms. The advantage of Definition
1.2 for our purposes is that the morphism sets are again k-modules and
Ž .that mon is an additive category even a k-category .kG
Ž .c By definition, each finite G-line bundle M over k is a k-free
kG-module of finite rank over k and we have a natural forgetful functor
V : mon lat.kG kG
To avoid cumbersome notation we sometimes just write M instead of
Ž .V M , when we consider M as a kG-module. At this point we owe the
reader an explanation for the notation M ŽŽ H ,  ... We will later, in 2.1,
Ž . Ž H ,  .introduce the H,  -fixed points V of a kG-module V. In general,
ŽŽ H ,  .. Ž .Ž H ,  .one has M 
 V M , but in general not equality; cf. Example
1.4. The notation M ŽŽ H ,  .. is chosen in order to distinguish this type of
Ž .Ž H ,  .fixed points from V M .
Recall that a kG-module is called monomial if it is isomorphic to a
G Ž .direct sum of kG-modules of the form Ind L , for some subgroupH
HG and some kH-module L which is free of k-rank 1. Note also that
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the isomorphism classes of kH-modules which are free of k-rank 1 are in
ˆŽ .bijective correspondence to H k via  k . Now it is not difficult to see
that the image of the functor V on objects consists precisely of the
monomial kG-modules. This explains the notation mon for the categorykG
of finite G-line bundles over k.
Ž . Ž .d Let MM  M  mon and let H ,  denote the1 m kG i i
 4stabilizing pair of M , i 1, . . . , m. If, for sG and i, j 1, . . . , m , onei
sŽ . Ž .has sM M , then obviously H ,   H ,  . We have a G-equiarianti j i i j j
Ž . ŽŽ H ,  .. Ž . Ž .M k -filtration on M which is given by M , H,   M k . By thisG G
we mean that
sM ŽŽ H ,  ..M ŽsŽ H ,  .. , M ŽŽ H ,  ..
M ŽŽ K ,  .. , M ŽŽ E , 1..M
Ž . Ž . Ž .for K ,   H,  in M k and sG.G
1.4. EXAMPLE. Let G be the quaternion group of order 8 and let
Ž .k. There is a unique up to isomorphism irreducible G-module V
of dimension 2, and V is monomial. In fact, if H , H , and H denote the1 2 3
ˆ Ž .three cyclic subgroups of order 4 of G, and if  H  denotes a faithfuli i
G Ž .linear character of H , for i 1, 2, 3, then V Ind  for all ii H i i
 4  41, 2, 3 . For each i 1, 2, 3 , the character  of V decomposes as
G Ž . 	1res      after restriction to H . This gives rise to a uniqueH i i ii
decomposition V V  V , i 1, 2, 3, with H -submodules V  and V i i i i i
of V affording  and 	1. Each of these three decompositions defines ai i
G-line bundle structure M  V  V  on V. But since the stabilizing pairsi i i
  Ž . Ž 	1 . Ž .of V and V are H ,  and H ,  , one has mon M , M  0 fori i i i i i G i j
 4i j from 1, 2, 3 , and therefore, the three objects M , M , and M are1 2 3
pairwise non-isomorphic in mon.G
1.5. Remark. We give a list of functorial constructions in the category
of finite G-line bundles over k which are lifted from well-known construc-
tions in mod. This means that the underlying functors commute with thekG
forgetful functor V : mon mod. Moreover, some of the well-knownkG kG
functorial isomorphisms hold also in mon. Let U, HG and letkG
M  M   M , N  N   N , P  mon, and L  L1 m 1 n kG 1
  L  mon.l k H
Ž .a Direct sum: This is the kG-module MN with the decomposi-
tion M  M N  N . Together with the canonical inclu-1 m 1 n
sions MMN and NMN and the canonical projections M
NM and MNN this is a coproduct and a product in the
categorical sense.
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Ž . Žb Tensor product: This is the kG-module MN unadorned ten-
.sor products are taken over k with the decomposition  M N .i, j i j
Ž . Ž .c Homomorphisms: They form the kG-module Hom M, N withk
Ž .the decomposition  Hom M , N . Here the G-action is given byi, j k i j
Ž .Ž . Ž 	1 . Ž .sf m  sf s m for sG, fHom M, N , and mM as usual.k
As a special case, for N k, the trivial G-line bundle over k, we obtain
Ž .the dual M*Hom M, k of M.k
Ž .d Restriction: Let f : GG be a homomorphism between finite
groups. Then we have a functor Res : mon mon, given byf kG kG 
Ž . Ž .Res M M as k-module and the old decomposition. Here, g Gf
Ž . Ž .acts on Res M via f g  G. If f is the inclusion of the subgroupf
G Ž . Ž .HG we also write Res M for Res M .H f
Ž . Ge Induction: There is a functor Ind : mon mon, whichH k H kG
assigns to L L   L  mon the G-line bundle kG L with1 l k H k H
the decomposition  s L , where s runs through a set of represen-s, i k H i
 4  4tatives for GH and i runs through 1, . . . , l . Note that if, for i 1, . . . , l ,
Ž .the stabilizing pair of L is denoted by H ,  , then the stabilizing pair ofi i i
sŽ .s L is H ,  for all sG.k H i i i
Ž .f The canonical isomorphisms MNNM, MNN
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M, M N P  MN  M P , Hom M, N M*N, andk
G Ž . G Ž G Ž ..Ind L M Ind LRes M in mod are also morphisms inH H H kG
Ž Ž . Ž .mon note that by definition mon M, N 
 mod M, N , omittingkG kG kG
.the forgetful functor V in the above notation , since they respect the
decomposition into lines and preserve stabilizing pairs.
Ž . Gg Frobenius reciprocity holds: The functor Res : mon monH kG k H
is right adjoint to IndG : mon mon. In fact, the canonical isomor-H k H kG
phisms
mod IndG L , M  mod L, ResG M ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .kG H k H H
f l f 1 l ,Ž .Ž .k H
s l sf  l  f Ž .Ž .k H
preserve morphisms of line bundles over k.
Ž .h The Mackey decomposition formula holds:
ResGIndG L  IndU s Ress H s sL ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .U H U H U H
sUGH
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s Ž . s 	1where LRes L with c : HH, x s xs, the conjugation map.c ss
In fact, the usual kU-linear isomorphisms
kG L kU s sL ,k H kŽU H .
sUGH
gush
sg l  u hl ,  s-component,k H kŽU H .
 sus lu l ,  s-componentk H kŽU H .
preserve again the lines and their stabilizing pairs.
Ž .1.6. DEFINITION. Let MM  M  mon and let H ,  1 m kG i i
Ž .M k denote the stabilizing pair of M , for i 1, . . . , m. For any subsetG i
Ž .M
 M k we setG
M M  M .Ž .  i
 4i 1, . . . , m
Ž .H ,  Mi i
Ž . Ž .If M consists of only one element H,  we just write M H,  instead of
ŽŽ .4. Ž . Ž .M H,  . The k-submodule M M of M is a N M -line bundle overG
Ž .k in its own right with the original decomposition, where N M is theG
Ž .stabilizer of M under the conjugation action of G on M k . If MG
  Ž . Ž .H,  consists of a single G-orbit of some element H,   M k , weG G
Ž  .  call M H,  the H,  -homogeneous component of M. Note thatG G
Ž  .M H,  is a G-line bundle over k in its own right and that we have aG
decomposition
 M M H ,  1.6.aŽ .Ž . G
Ž . Ž .H ,  R kG
as G-line bundles over k. Note also that
  GM H ,   Ind M H ,  . 1.6.bŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .G N Ž H ,  .G
Ž  .  If MM H,  , then we call M homogeneous in degree H,  .G G
We call M abelian, if H   H G.1 m
1.7. PROPOSITION. For M, N mon the following statements arekG
equialent:
Ž .i M and N are isomorphic in mon.kG
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii For all H,   M k , M H,  and N H,  are isomorphic inG
mod.k N Ž H ,  .G
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii For all H,   M k , M H,  and N H,  are isomorphic inG
mon.k N Ž H ,  .G
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž  . Ž  .iv For all H,  R k , M H,  and N H,  are isomor-G G G
phic in mon.kG
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i  ii . Let f mon M, N be an isomorphism andkG
Ž . Ž .H,   M k . Then, by the definition of morphisms in mon, f in-G kG
duces isomorphisms M ŽŽ H ,  ..N ŽŽ H ,  .. and Ý M ŽŽ H ,  ..Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  .
ŽŽ H ,  .. Ž .Ý N of kN H,  -modules. Therefore, we obtain aŽ H ,  . Ž H ,  . G
Ž .kN H,  -linear isomorphism between the quotient modules which areG
Ž . Ž .isomorphic to M H,  and N H,  .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii  iii . Let f : M H,  N H,  be a kN H,  -linearŽ H ,  . G
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .isomorphism for each H,   M k . If we regard M H,  and N H, G
Ž .as kN H,  -line bundles over k with the original decomposition, thenG
each f is obviously an isomorphism in mon.Ž H ,  . k N Ž H ,  .G
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii  iv . Let f : M H,  N H,  be isomorphisms inŽ H ,  .
Ž . Ž . Ž .mon for each H,   M k . By 1.6.b and the functoriality ofk N Ž H ,  . GG G Ž  .Ind , this induces isomorphisms between M H,  andN Ž H ,  . GG
Ž  .N H,  in mon.G kG
Ž . Ž . Ž .iv  i . This follows immediately from 1.6.a .
1.8
We call a finite G-line bundle MM  M over k indecompos-1 m
able if it is not isomorphic to a direct sum N P of non-zero objects
N, P mon. If we form the direct sum of the lines of a single G-orbit onkG
 4M , . . . , M , then we obtain again a G-line bundle over k and M can1 m
always be written as a direct sum of those. Therefore, if M is indecompos-
able, then G acts transitively on the lines of M. In this case, M is
G Ž . Ž .isomorphic to Ind k , where H ,  is the stabilizer of any line M . InH  i i ii i
fact, M can be considered as an H -line bundle over k which is isomor-i i
phic to k . Moreover, the map i
kG M M , s x sx , 1.8.aŽ .k H i k Hi i
is an isomorphism in mon, since it is a kG-module isomorphism andkG
preserves the lines and their stabilizers. This shows that if we set
SG  IndG k ,Ž .Ž H ,  . H 
Ž . Ž .for each H,   M k , then each object in M mon satisfiesG kG
M r M  SG , 1.8.bŽ . Ž . Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  .
Ž . Ž .H ,  R kG
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žwith uniquely determined numbers r M  , H,  R k . WeŽ H ,  . 0 G
.abbreviate the direct sum of n copies of an object P mon by n  P. InkG
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G  fact, since S is homogeneous in degree H,  , we obtain by Proposi-Ž H ,  . G
Ž . Ž . Ž .tion 1.7, i  iv , that 1.8.b necessarily implies
   r M  rk M H ,   G : H .Ž . Ž .GŽ H ,  . k
G Ž . Ž .1.9. PROPOSITION. The G-line bundles S , H,  R k , form aŽ H ,  . G
full set of pairwise non-isomorphic representaties for the isomorphism classes
of indecomposable objects in mon. Moreoer, each G-line bundle M oer kkG
G Ž . Ž .is isomorphic to a direct sum of the objects S , H,  R k , withŽ H ,  . G
Ž . Ž  .  uniquely determined multiplicities r M  rk M H,   G : H .Ž H ,  . k G
Proof. The second part of the above statement has been proved in 1.8.
For the first statement it suffices to show that SG is indecomposable forŽ H ,  .
Ž . Ž .each H,   M k and thatG
G G    S  S , if and only if H ,   K ,  ,G GŽ H ,  . Ž K ,  .
Ž . Ž . Ž .for arbitrary H,  , K ,   M k .G
G Ž . Ž .If S MN for some H,   M k and non-zero objects M, NŽ H ,  . G
 mon, then with SG , M and N are also homogeneous in degreekG Ž H ,  .
  Ž .H,  by Proposition 1.7 iv . Therefore, decomposing M and N accord-G
Ž . G Ging to 1.8.b , we see that Mm  S and N n  S for certainŽ H ,  . Ž H ,  .
numbers m, n. Considering k-ranks provides the desired contradic-
tion.
Ž . Ž . Ž . G GNow let H,  , K ,   M k . If S  S , then by PropositionG Ž H ,  . Ž K ,  .
Ž . Ž .1.7, i  iv , we obtain
G G   G  S  S H ,   S H ,  .Ž . Ž .G GŽ H ,  . Ž H ,  . Ž K ,  .
G   ŽSince S is homogeneous in degree K ,  , the last term is zero andŽ K ,  . G
G .    hence S  0 unless K ,   H,  . Conversely if there existsŽ H ,  . G G
Ž . sŽ . G GsG with K ,   H,  , then the lines of S and S form aŽ H ,  . Ž K ,  .
single G-orbit such that the stabilizing pairs of the line s k of SGk H  Ž H ,  .
G G G Ž .and the line 1 k of S coincide. Then S  S by 1.8.a .k K  Ž K ,  . Ž H ,  . Ž K ,  .
1.10. COROLLARY. For M, N mon the following are equialent:kG
Ž .i MN.
Ž . Ž  . Ž  . Ž . Ž .ii rk M H,   rk N H,  for all H,   M k .k G k G G
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii rk M H,   rk N H,  for all H,   M k .k k G
Ž . ŽŽ H ,  .. ŽŽ H ,  .. Ž . Ž .iv rk M  rk N for all H,   M k .k k G
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 1.9, since
 rk M H ,   G : N H ,   rk M H , Ž . Ž .Ž .Gk G k
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and
rk M ŽŽ H ,  .. rk M H,  ,Ž .Ýk k
Ž . Ž .H ,   H  ,  
Ž . Ž . Ž .so that the numbers rk M H,  , H,   M k , are determined recur-k G
Ž Ž ..sively or by Mobius inversion for the poset M k by the numbers¨ G
ŽŽ H ,  .. Ž . Ž .rk M , H,   M k .k G
For later use we prove the following lemmas on morphisms in mon.kG
Ž . Ž . Ž .1.11. LEMMA. a Let K ,   M k and let N mon. Then thereG kG
is a k-linear isomorphism
mon SG , N N ŽŽ K ,  .. ,Ž .kG Ž K ,  .
f f 1 1 ,Ž .k K
s   sn  n.Ž .k K
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b Let K ,  , H,   M k and let T 
G be a set of repre-G GH
 Ž .sentaties for GH. Then the set of morphisms f  s T with K , s GH
sŽ .4 Ž . H,  , where f g   gs  for gG and  k, is as k K k H
Ž G G .k-basis of mon S , S .kG Ž K ,  . Ž H ,  .
Ž . Ž Ž ..Proof. a By Frobenius reciprocity cf. Remark 1.5 g , we have an
isomorphism
mon SG , N  mon k , ResG N .Ž .Ž . Ž .kG Ž K ,  . k K  K
Moreover, it is clear that evaluation at 1 k yields an isomorphism
Ž G Ž .. Ž G Ž ..ŽŽ K ,  .. ŽŽ K ,  ..mon k , Res N  Res N N . It can be verifiedk K  K K
easily that the composition of these two isomorphisms coincides with the
one given in the assertion.
Ž . Ž . Gb The isomorphism of part a applied to N S yields anŽ H ,  .
isomorphism
ŽŽ ..K , G G Gmon S , S  S .Ž . Ž .kG Ž K ,  . Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  .
The latter submodule of SG is the direct sum of those lines s k ,Ž H ,  . k H 
Ž . sŽ . s T , with K ,   H,  . The k-basis s 1  s T withGH k H GH
Ž . sŽ .4 Ž G .ŽŽ K ,  ..K ,   H,  of S then corresponds via the above isomor-Ž H ,  .
phism to the morphisms f , s T .s GH
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1.12. LEMMA. Let
P

f
g 
M N
be a diagram with P, M mon, N mod, and kG-module homomor-kG kG
Žphisms f and g. In particular, we allow that N mon and that f and g arekG
.morphisms in mon. Assume furthermore thatkG
f P ŽŽ H ,  .. 
 g M ŽŽ H ,  .. , for all H ,   M k .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G
Ž .Then there exists h mon P, M such that gh f.kG
Proof. We may assume that P is indecomposable. Then we may
G G Ž . Ž . Ž .assume that P S  Ind k for some H,   M k by Proposi-Ž H ,  . H  G
tion 1.9. We consider the diagram of kH-modules
k

f
gŽŽ H ,  .. ŽŽ H ,  .. Ž .M g M ,
where f is well defined by the hypothesis. Since k is a free k-module, we
can render the diagram commutative by a k-linear map h : k M ŽŽ H ,  ...
This map is automatically kH-linear, since H acts on k and on M ŽŽ H ,  ..
Ž G Ž ..according to . Moreover, h is a morphism in mon k , Res M . Byk H  H
Ž Ž ..Frobenius reciprocity Remark 1.5 g , h corresponds to a morphism
Ž G .h mon S , M such that gh coincides with f on 1 k 
kG Ž H ,  . k H 
G GS . Since gh and f are kG-linear, they also coincide on S .Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  .
2. MONOMIAL RESOLUTIONS
In this section we define the notion of a monomial resolution of a
finitely generated kG-module V as a chain complex in the category monkG
with certain properties. The existence and unicity of a monomial resolu-
Ž .tion up to homotopy is postponed to Section 4 after interpreting them as
projective resolutions in a bigger category.
2.1
Ž . Ž . Ž .For V mod and H,   M k we define the H,  -fixed points ofkG G
V by
V Ž H ,  .   V  h   h   for all hH . 4Ž .
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Ž .This provides V with a G-equivariant M k -filtration:G
sV Ž H ,  . V sŽ H ,  . , V Ž H ,  .
 V Ž K ,  . , V Ž E , 1. V
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all sG and K ,   H,   M k . Note that if f : VW is aG
Ž Ž H ,  .. Ž H ,  . Ž . Ž .morphism in mod, then f V 
W for all H,   M k .kG G
Moreover, if M is a finite G-line bundle over k, then M ŽŽ H ,  ..

Ž .Ž H ,  . Ž . Ž . Ž .V M for all H,   M k . In particular, if f : V M  V is aG
Ž ŽŽ H ,  ... Ž H ,  . Ž .kG-module homomorphism, then f M 
 V for all H,  
Ž .M k .G
The following definition will be motivated later in connection with the
canonical Brauer induction formula; cf. Remark 6.3.
Ž2.2. DEFINITION. Let V mod. A monomial resolution of V is a notkG
.necessarily finite chain complex
  2 1 0
M:  M  M  M2 1 0
Ž .with M  mon and   mon M , M for all i 0, together with ai kG i kG i1 i
kG-module homomorphism 	 : M  V such that0
  2 1 0 	ŽŽ H ,  .. ŽŽ H ,  .. ŽŽ H ,  .. Ž H ,  . M  M  M  V  0 2.2.aŽ .2 1 0
Ž . Ž .is an exact sequence of k-modules for all H,   M k . In particular weG
Ž . Ž .obtain for H,   E, 1 an exact sequence
  2 1 0 	
 M  M  M  V 02 1 0
Ž Ž ..in mod which justifies the terminology cf. Remark 1.3 c .kG
3. MONOMIAL RESOLUTIONS AS PROJECTIVE
RESOLUTIONS
In this section we will introduce an interpretation of monomial resolu-
tions as projective resolutions by embedding both mod and mon intokG kG
Žan abelian category note that mon is not abelian; kernels and cokernelskG
.do not exist in general such that the objects in mon become projectivekG
objects in the bigger category. The construction and the properties of this
category are standard, but for the reader’s convenience we will give them
in detail. Recall that V : mon lat denotes the forgetful functor.kG kG
	 Ž .3.1. DEFINITION. Let funct mon, mod be the category of con-k kG k
travariant k-functors from mon to mod, i.e., functors which are k-linearkG k
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	 Ž .on morphisms. The morphisms in funct mon, mod are the naturalk kG k
transformations. We define k-functors
I : mod funct	 mon, mod , V mod V 	 , V ,Ž . Ž .Ž .kG k kG k kG
J : mon funct	 mon, mod , M mon 	, M .Ž . Ž .kG k kG k kG
On morphisms the functors I and J are defined in the obvious way.
	 Ž .3.2. PROPOSITION. The category funct mon, mod is abelian and Ik kG k
Žand J are full embeddings, i.e., bijectie on morphisms which implies
.injectiity on isomorphism classes of objects .
	 Ž .Proof. It is clear that funct mon, mod is an abelian category byk kG k
pointwise constructions in mod, since mod is abelian. For example, ifk k
	 Ž . Ž . : F G is a morphism in funct mon, mod , then ker  k kG k
	 Ž . Ž . Ž .funct mon, mod is defined as the functor M ker   F M ,k kG k M
M mon.kG
By Yoneda’s lemma, the functor J is a full embedding. So we are left
with showing that I is bijective on morphisms. Let V, W mod. FirstkG
Ž . Ž . Ž .assume that f , f  mod V, W are given with I f  I f  . This im-kG
Ž .plies that fh f h for each M mon and each h mod M, V .kG kG
We may choose M SG  kG. For given   V there exists a mapŽ E, 1.
Ž G . Ž . Ž .h mod S , V such that h 1 1 . This implies that f  kG Ž E, 1.
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .fh 1 1  f h 1 1  f   , so that f f .
Ž . Ž .Finally assume that  : I V  I W is a morphism in
	 Ž .funct mon, mod ; i.e., for each M mon there is a k-linear mapk kG k kG
 : mod M , V  mod M , WŽ . Ž .M kG kG
which is functorial in M. If we use the evaluation map

 : mod SG , V  V , h h 1 1 ,Ž .Ž .V kG Ž E , 1.
which is a k-linear isomorphism, we can define a k-linear map f : VW
by the commutative diagram
 GSŽE ,1.G GŽ . Ž .mod S , V mod S , WkG Ž E, 1. kG Ž E, 1.
 

 
V W
f 
V W
Ž G .Note that the k-module mod S , V carries the structure of a kG-kG Ž E, 1.
module by composition with the morphism
g : SG  SG , s  sg  ,ˆ Ž E , 1. Ž E , 1.
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in mon for gG. It is easy to verify that 
 is a kG-module isomor-kG V
phism. Moreover, the naturality of  implies that  G and therefore alsoSŽ E ,1.
Ž .f are kG-module homomorphisms. We still have to show that  I f ;
Ž . Ž .i.e., that for given M mon and h mod M, V we have  h kG kG M
Ž . Ž .fh mod M, W . Let mM be arbitrary. Then, by Lemma 1.11 akG
Ž G . Ž .there exists a morphism i mon S , M with i 1 1 m. UsingkG Ž E, 1.
the functoriality of  with respect to i, i.e., the commutativity of the
diagram
M Ž . Ž .mod M, V mod M, WkG kG
 
	 i 	 i
GSŽE ,1.G GŽ . Ž .mod S , V mod S , W ,kG Ž E, 1. kG Ž E, 1.
we may conclude by
 h m   h i 1 1   G h i 1 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .M M SŽ E ,1.
 
  G h i  f 
 h iŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .W S VŽ E ,1.
 f h i 1 1  f h m  fh m .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .3.3. PROPOSITION. For each M  mon, the functor I M k G
	 Ž .funct mon, mod is projectie.k kG k
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let M  mon and set F  J M  mon 	, M kG kG
	 Ž .funct mon, mod . Assume that we have a diagramk kG k
F


 
G H
	 Ž . Ž .in funct mon, mod with  being an epimorphism; i.e.,  : G N k kG k N
Ž .H N being surjective for all N mon. By Yoneda’s lemma, naturalkG
Ž .transformations from F to G resp. H correspond bijectively to elements
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .in G M resp. H M . Moreover, the map  : G M  H M translatesM
under these identifications into composition with  . Therefore, by the
surjectivity of  , there exists  : F G with   .M
	 Ž .3.4. Remark. In general, funct mon, mod has more projective ob-k kG k
Ž . Gjects than the ones of the form I M , M mon. In fact, for M SkG Ž H ,  .
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Ž . Ž .with H,   M k , we haveG
funct	 mon, mod J M , J M  mon M , MŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k kG k kG
Ž Ž ..by Yoneda’s lemma. Moreover, we have cf. Lemma 1.11 b an isomor-
phism of k-algebras,

 G GkN H ,  H  mon S , S ,Ž . Ž .G kG Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  .
nH g  gn  .Ž .k H k H
Ž .Therefore, if the group algebra kN H,  H has idempotents differentG
Ž . 	 Ž .from 0 and 1, then J M is decomposable in funct mon, mod ,k kG k
although M is indecomposable in mon. Moreover, each proper andkG
Ž . Ž .non-trivial direct summand of I M is not isomorphic to I N for some
N mon, since I is a full embedding. On the other hand we will see atkG
	 Ž .the end of Section 3.8 that each projective object in funct mon, modk kG k
Ž .is isomorphic to a direct summand of an object of the form J M , for
some M mon.kG
3.5. LEMMA. For each M mon and each V mod there is akG kG
k-linear isomorphism

 	K : mod V M , V  funct mon, mod J M , I V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .M , V kG k kG k
mon N , M  mod V N , VŽ . Ž .Ž .kG kGf ž /h  fV hŽ . N monk G
Ž .whose inerse maps  to  id . Moreoer, K is functorial in M and V;M M M , V
i.e., K is a functorial equialence

 	mod V 	 ,	  funct mon, mod J 	 , I 	Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .kG k kG k
Ž .of functors from mon  mod to mod.kG kG k
Proof. The proof is an easy verification and is left to the reader.
3.6. PROPOSITION. Let
 1 0 	
 M  M  V 01 0
Ž .be a chain complex with M  mon and   mon M , M for i 0,i kG i kG i1 i
Ž Ž . .V mod, and 	 mod V M , V . Then the following are equialent:kG kG 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .i For each H,   M k , the sequenceG
 1 0 	ŽŽ H ,  .. ŽŽ H ,  .. Ž H ,  . M  M  V  01 0
	
is an exact sequence in mod; i.e., M V is a monomial resolution of V.k
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Ž .ii The sequence
Ž .K 	Ž . Ž .J  J  M , V1 0 0
  J M  J M  I V  0Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0
	 Ž .is exact in funct mon, mod .k kG k
Ž . Ž .Proof. i  ii . We have to show that for all N mon the follow-kG
ing sequence is exact:
 	  	 Ž .	 V 	1 0
  mon N , M  mon N , M  mod V N , VŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .kG 1 kG 0 kG
 0.
Ž .Clearly this is a chain complex. First we prove exactness at mon N, MkG i
Ž .for i 0. Let f mon N, M such that   f 0. Consider thekG i i	1
diagram
N

f
 i i	1 M M Mi1 i i	1
Ž .in mon. By i we havekG
i	1ŽŽ H ,  .. ŽŽ H ,  .. ŽŽ H ,  .. ŽŽ H ,  ..f N 
 ker M  M   M .Ž . Ž .i i	1 i i1ž /
Ž .By Lemma 1.12, there exists a morphism g mon N, M with fkG i1
Ž . Ž Ž . .  g. Exactness at mon N, M and at mod V N , V is proved ini kG 0 kG
the same way with the help of Lemma 1.12.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii  i . Let H,   M k . We apply the exact sequence ofG
Ž . Gfunctors in ii to S . This yields an exact sequence of k-modulesŽ H ,  .
 	  	1 0G G  mon S , M  mon S , MŽ . Ž .kG Ž H ,  . 1 kG Ž H ,  . 0
Ž .	 V 	
G mod V S , V  0.Ž .ž /kG Ž H ,  .
Ž Ž ..By Frobenius reciprocity Remark 1.5 g , we have functorial isomorphisms
Ž Ž G . G Ž ..note that V S  Ind kŽ H ,  . H 
mon SG , M  mon k , ResG MŽ .Ž . Ž .kG Ž H ,  . i k H  H i
and
mod V SG , V  mod k , ResG V .Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /kG Ž H ,  . k H  H
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By these identifications, the above exact sequence is transformed into the
exact sequence
 	  	1 0G G  mon k , Res M  mon k , Res MŽ . Ž .k H  H 1 k H  H 0
Ž .	 V 	
G mod k , Res V  0Ž .kG  H
H Ž .of k-modules. Since k  S  mon, we obtain from Lemma 1.11 a Ž H ,  . k H
that
ŽŽ ..H , G G ŽŽ H ,  ..mon k , Res M  Res M M .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .k H  H i H i i
Ž G Ž .. Ž H ,  .Moreover mod k , Res V  V . These identifications yield pre-k H  H
Ž .cisely the exact sequence of k-modules in i .
3.7. Remark. The last proposition together with Proposition 3.2 and
Lemma 3.5 can be interpreted in the following way: Let V mod. ThenkG
the map
Ž .K 	M , V	 0
M V  J M  I VŽ . Ž .ž / ž /
is a bijection between the monomial resolutions of V and the projective
Ž . 	 Ž .resolutions of I V in funct mon, mod consisting of objects from thek kG k
Ž .subcategory J mon .kG
We conclude this section by giving two equivalent descriptions of the
	 Ž .category funct mon, mod .k kG k
3.8
Let
S SG  mon Ž H ,  . kG
Ž . Ž .H ,  R kG
and define the k-algebra
A k  mon S, S .Ž . Ž .G kG
Ž . Ž .Then A k is a finitely generated free k-module by Lemma 1.11 b . WeG
will show that there is a category equivalence
funct	 mon, mod mod .Ž .k kG k A Žk .G
We define a functor
 : funct	 mon, mod mod , F F S ,Ž . Ž .k kG k A Žk .G
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Ž . Ž .where the right A k -module structure on F S is given by the naturalG
Ž .A k -actionG
F S  A k  F S ,   f F f  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G
	 Ž .If  : F G is a morphism in funct mon, mod , i.e., a natural trans-k kG k
formation between F and G, then we set
    : F S  G S .Ž . Ž . Ž .S
In the other direction we define the functor
 : mod  funct	 mon, mod ,Ž .A Žk . k kG kG
Pmod mon S,	 , P ,Ž .Ž .A Žk . kGG
Ž . Ž .where, for M mon, the k-module mon S, M is a right A k -mod-kG kG G
ule by composition of morphisms in mon. For a morphism f : PQ inkG
mod , we defineA Žk .G
 f : mod mon S,	 , P mod mon S,	 , QŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .A Žk . kG A Žk . kGG G
by composition with f from the left.
Next we define natural transformations
 : Id  and 	 : Id 	  .mod funct Ž mon, mod.A Žk . k k G kG
For Pmod we have an obvious isomorphismA Žk .G


 : P mod A k , P   PŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .P A Žk . GG
Ž .of right A k -modules which is natural in P . For F G
	 Ž .funct mon, mod we definek kG k
	 : Fmod mon S,	 , F S   FŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .F A Žk . kGG
Ž .which is supposed to be a natural transformation at M mon bykG
	 : F M mod mon S, M , F S ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .F , M A Žk . kGG
 f F f  .Ž . Ž .Ž .
We leave it to the reader to show that 	 is well defined and natural in F.F
Ž .In order to prove that 	 is an isomorphism, we may by 1.8.b assumeF , M
G Ž . Ž .that M S for some H,  R k , since F is a k-functor. ForŽ H ,  . G
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Ž . Ž . G GH,  R k , let p : S S and i : S  S denote theG Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  .
canonical projection and inclusion. Then it is easy to verify that
F SG mod mon S, SG , F S ,Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /Ž H ,  . A Žk . kG Ž H ,  .G
 f F f  ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
F i g p  gŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  .
defines inverse isomorphisms.
Ž . Ž . GNote that, for H,  R k , the object S is mapped under theG Ž H ,  .
Ž .embedding  J to e A k , where e  i  p is anŽ H ,  . G Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  .
Ž . Ž . Ž .idempotent in A k . The idempotents e , H,  R k , are mutu-G Ž H ,  . G
ally orthogonal and their sum is 1.
Ž .Next we give an explicit description of A k in terms of a k-basis and aG
Ž . Ž G G .multiplication rule for this basis. By Lemma 1.11 b , mon S , SkG Ž K ,  . Ž H ,  .
 Ž . sŽ .4has the k-basis f  s T with K ,   H,  , where for HG,s GH
Ž .T denotes a set of representatives for GH. Therefore, A k has aGH G
k-basis which consists of triples
H ,  , s, K , Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . sŽ .with K ,  , H,  R k and s T such that K ,   H,  .G GH
The composition of morphisms translates into the multiplication rule for
the basis elements
H ,  , s, K ,   U,  , t , L, Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
0, if K ,   U,  ,Ž . Ž .
 	1½  u ts  H ,  , u , L,  , if K ,   U,  ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .where u T with tsH uH. Note that e  H,  , 1, H,  .GH Ž H ,  .
Ž .From the above multiplication rule for A k one sees that the k-spanG
Ž . Ž . Ž . sŽ .of the elements H,  , s, K ,  with K ,   H,  forms a nilpotent
Ž . Ž .ideal I in A k , since chains in M k have finite length. Moreover, IG G
Ž .has as complement the k-subalgebra A k spanned by the remainingG
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .basis elements H,  , s, H,  , H,  R k , s T with sG GH
Ž .N H,  . Note thatG
A k  k N H ,  HŽ . Ž .ŁG  G
Ž . Ž .H ,  R kG
Ž .as k-algebras, where k N H,  H denotes the twisted group algebra G
Ž . Ž . with respect to the 2-cocycle N H,  HN H,  H k that isG G
the composition of the 2-cocycle defined by the central extension
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hker  N H,  ker  N H,  H and the homomorphismG G
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Ž . Ž . : Hker   K . Thus the radical of A k is the direct sum of I withG
Ž . Ž . Ž .the radical of A k . The idempotents e , H,  R k , corre-G Ž H ,  . G
spond to the obvious central idempotents in the above product.
Note that
 J S  mon S, S  A k , 3.8.aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .kG G
Ž . Ž .which shows that the free A k -module A k is in the image of the fullG G
embedding  J : monmod so that every finitely generatedkG A Žk .G
Ž .projective A k -modules is a direct summand of a direct sum of objectsG
Ž .Ž G . Ž . Ž . Ž .of the form  J S  e A k , H,  R k .Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  . G G
In particular, if k is a field or a complete discrete valuation ring, then
Ž .the KrullSchmidtAzumaya theorem holds for A k so that everyG
Ž .indecomposable projective A k -module is a direct summand ofG
Ž .Ž G . Ž . Ž . Ž . J S  e A k for a unique H,  R k . The unique-Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  . G G
Ž . Ž . Ž .ness results from the fact that, for different H,  , K ,  R k , thereG
Ž . Ž .are no homomorphisms from e A k to e A k or there areŽ H ,  . G Ž K ,  . G
Ž . Ž .no homomorphisms from e A k to e A k , sinceŽ K ,  . G Ž H ,  . G
Ž . Ž . sŽ .e A k e  0 unless K ,   H,  for some sG.Ž H ,  . G Ž K ,  .
3.9
Ž Ž ..Let Sh M k be the following subcategory of the category of G-G
Ž . Ž Ž ..equivariant sheaves on the G-poset M k . The objects of Sh M k areG G
Ž .triples X, r, c where
  Ž . Ž .4X X  H,   M k is a family of finitely generated k-Ž H ,  . G
modules, called stalks,

Ž H ,  . Ž . Ž . Ž .4r r : X  X  K ,   H,  in M k is a fam-Ž K ,  . Ž H ,  . Ž K ,  . G
ily of k-linear maps, called restrictions, and

g Ž . Ž .4gc c : X  X  gG, H,   M k is a familyŽ H ,  . Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  . G
of k-linear maps, called conjugations,
subject to the following conditions:
Ž . Ž H ,  . Ž K ,  . Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  . Ž .i r  id and r  r  r for all U,  Ž H ,  . X ŽU,  . Ž K ,  . ŽU,  .Ž H , .
Ž . Ž . Ž .K ,   H,  in M k .G
Ž . g g g  g Ž . Ž .gii c  c c for all g, g G, H,   M k , andŽ H ,  . Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  . G
h Ž . Ž . Ž .c is the scalar multiplication with  h for all H,   M k andŽ H ,  . G
hH.
Ž . g Ž H ,  .iii Restrictions and conjugations commute; i.e., c  r Ž K ,  . Ž K ,  .
gŽ H ,  . g Ž . Ž . Ž .gr c for all gG, K ,   H,  in M k .Ž K ,  . Ž H ,  . G
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Let X, r, c and Y, s, d be objects in Sh M k . A morphism f fromG
Ž . Ž .X, r, c to Y, s, d is a family of k-linear maps
f : X  Y , H ,   M k ,Ž . Ž .Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  . G
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such that
Ž . Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  . Ž . Ž . Ž .iv f  r  s  f for all K ,   H,  in M k ,Ž K ,  . Ž K ,  . Ž K ,  . Ž H ,  . G
and
Ž . g g Ž .gv f c  d  f for all gG and H,  Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  .
Ž .M k .G
We define a functor
 : funct	 mon, mod  Sh M kŽ . Ž .Ž .k kG k G
Ž . Ž . 	 Ž .by  F  X, r, c for F funct mon, mod wherek kG k
X  F SG ,Ž .Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  .
r Ž H ,  . F pŽ H ,  . ,Ž .Ž K ,  . Ž K ,  .
c g  F g ,ˆŽ .Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  .
Ž . Ž . Ž .for gG, K ,   H,  in M k , withG
pŽ H ,  . : SG  SG , s  s Ž K ,  . Ž K ,  . Ž H ,  . k K k H
and
g : SGg  SG , s g  sg  ,Žˆ H ,  . Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  . k H k H
for sG and  k.
	 Ž . Ž .For a morphism : F G in funct mon, mod we define   byk kG m
    G : F SG  G SG .Ž . Ž .H ,  Ž . Ž .S Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  .Ž H , .
Ž Ž .. 	 Ž .Moreover, we define a functor : Sh M k  funct mon, modG k kG k
by
 X , r , c  Sh M k  J 	 , X , r , cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .G
on objects with the obvious definition on morphisms. We leave it to the
reader to show that  and  are inverse equivalences of categories.
4. PROPERTIES OF MONOMIAL RESOLUTIONS
In this section we show that monomial resolutions exist and that they
are unique up to homotopy. Moreover, it is proved that they behave well
under restriction along group homomorphisms.
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4.1. PROPOSITION. Let V, W mod, let f : VW be a kG-modulekG
	 homomorphism, and let M V and NW be monomial resolutions.
Ž .Then there exists a chain map f f : M N with f i i 0 i
Ž .mon M , N for i 0 such that the diagramkG i i
	 M V0
 
f f0
 N W0
is commutatie. Moreoer, if f : MN is also a chain map with
 Ž .f  mon M , N such that the aboe diagram is commutatie with fi kG i i 0
replaced with f  , then f and f  are homotopic; i.e., there exist morphisms0
h : M N of G-line bundles oer k for i 0 such that  Nh  f 	 f i i i1 0 0 0 0
and  Nh  h  M  f 	 f  for all i 0.i i i	1 i	1 i i
Proof. By Proposition 3.6, the sequences
Ž . Ž .K 	 K M , V N , W0 0
J M  I V and J N  I WŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . 	 Ž .are projective resolutions of I V and I W in funct mon, mod .k kG k
Therefore, by classical homological algebra, there exists a chain map
Ž . Ž .: J M  J N such that
Ž .K 	M , V0 Ž . Ž .J M I V0
 
 Ž .I f0
Ž .K N , W0 Ž . Ž .J N I W0
Ž .is commutative. Since J is a full embedding see Proposition 3.2 , there
Ž .exists a chain map f : MN with  J f . Moreover, by the
Ž .functoriality of K see Lemma 3.5 one obtains
K f	  I f  K 	  K   J f  K  f .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M , W M , V N , W 0 M , W 00 0 0 0
Now the injectivity of K implies that f	  f .M , W 00
If f  : MN is another chain map with f	  f  , then we0
Ž . Ž .obtain by classical homological algebra a homotopy  between J f
Ž  .and J f . By Proposition 3.2, there exists a homotopy h between f
 Ž .and f with J h  .
4.2. THEOREM. For each V mod there exists a monomial resolutionkG
	M V, and any two monomial resolutions of V are homotopy equialent.
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Ž . Ž .Ž .Proof. Let V mod. Then the right A k -module  I V con-kG G
structed in 3.8 has a free resolution in which each module is of finite
Ž .A k -rank. Now the existence part follows from Remark 3.7 and Eq.G
Ž .3.8.a . The uniqueness up to homotopy follows from Proposition 4.1
applied to the identity map V V.
4.3. Remark. The construction of monomial resolutions can be consid-
ered as a functor from mod to the homotopy category of chain com-kG
Žplexes in mon whose objects are chain complexes in mon and whosekG kG
.morphisms are homotopy classes of chain maps . This functor is again a
full embedding and it has a left inverse, namely taking homology in degree
zero. This suggests that for modules over group algebras the derived
Žcategory of the module category which one can form for any module
.category can be replaced by an analogue which is more adapted to the
special situation of a group algebra.
4.4. EXAMPLE. Although we will show in Section 6 that each finitely
generated G-module has a finite monomial resolution, this is not true for
arbitrary k. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .4and let G be cyclic of order p. Then M k  E, 1 , G, 1 . By V ,G i
i 1, . . . , p, we denote the indecomposable kG-module of dimension i.
Assume that there exists a finite monomial resolution
0M   M  V  0n 0 i
of V . Then,i
n
j ŽŽ H ,  .. Ž H ,  .	1 dim M  dim VŽ .Ý k j k i
j0
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all H,   M k . Hence, by 1.8.b , the vectorG
dim V ŽG , 1.k i1  Ž E , 1.ž /i ž /dim Vk i
is an integral linear combination of the vectors
ŽŽ .. ŽŽ ..G , 1 G , 1G Gdim S dim SŽ . Ž .k ŽG , 1. k Ž E , 1.1 0 and  .pž /ŽŽ .. ŽŽ ..ž / E , 1 E , 11 G G
 0 
 0dim S dim SŽ . Ž .k ŽG , 1. k Ž E , 1.
Ž .This implies that i	 1 p is an integer, which is only possible for i 1.
Therefore, the modules V , . . . , V do not have a finite monomial resolu-2 p
tion. The trivial module V has a finite monomial resolution, namely1
	G0 S  V  0,ŽG , 1. 1
where 	 is any isomorphism between the two free k-modules of rank 1.
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4.5. LEMMA. Let f : GG be a homomorphism between finite groups,
Ž . Ž .let V lat and M mon, and let H,   M k .kG kG G 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a If ker f H ker f   ker  , thenH 
Ž . ŽŽ ..H  ,   H  ,  Res V  0 and Res M  0.Ž . Ž .f f
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b If ker f H ker f   ker  , then there exists a uniqueH 
Ž . f H k with  f , and one hasŽ .
Ž . ŽŽ ..H  ,   H  ,  Ž f Ž H . ,  . ŽŽ f Ž H . ,  ..Res V  V and Res M M .Ž . Ž .f f
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. a Let hH with f h  1 and  h  1. Then we have
Ž . Ž .for all   V resp.  M h  f h   1  . Hence, there is no
Ž . Ž . Ž .0   V resp. no 0  M with h   h  , since V resp. M
Ž .Ž H ,  . Žis k-torsion free. This implies that Res V  0 resp.f
Ž Ž ..Ž H ,  . . Ž .ŽŽ H ,  .. Ž Ž ..Ž H ,  .V Res M  0 . But Res M 
 V Res M .f f f
Ž . Ž .b The existence and uniqueness of  f H k is clear. ForŽ .
  V we have
Ž .H  ,    Res V  h   h  for all hHŽ .Ž .f
 f h    f h  for all hHŽ . Ž .Ž .
 h   h  for all h f HŽ . Ž .
   V Ž f Ž H . ,  . .
And if MM  M is the decomposition of M into lines, then we1 m
have for each M , i 1, . . . , m,i
ŽŽ ..H  ,  M 
 Res MŽ .i f
 h   h  for all hH and  MŽ . i
 f h    f h  for all hH and  MŽ . Ž .Ž . i
 h   h  for all h f H and  MŽ . Ž . i
M 
M ŽŽ f Ž H . ,  .. .i
Now the following corollary is immediate.
4.6. COROLLARY. Let V lat and let f : GG be a homomorphismkG
	 Ž .of finite groups. If M V is a monomial resolution of V, then Res Mf
	 Ž . Ž .Res V is a monomial resolution of Res V .f f
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5. GROTHENDIECK GROUPS
In this section we study the Grothendieck group of the category mon.kG
5.1
ab Ž .Let R G denote the Grothendieck group of the category mon. Byk kG
 4this we mean the free abelian group on the set of isomorphism classes M
of objects M mon, modulo the subgroup generated by the elementskG
 4  4  4MN 	 M 	 N , where M, N mon are arbitrary objects. ThekG
 4 ab Ž .  class of the element M in R G is denoted by M . By Proposition 1.9,k
ab Ž .  G  Ž .the group R G is a free abelian group on the basis S  H,  k Ž H ,  .
Ž .4   Ž .R k . This basis can also be parametrized by the set H,   H,  G G
Ž .4 Ž .  G    Ž .R k of G-orbits in M k . Identifying S and H,  for H, G G Ž H ,  . G
Ž . ab Ž .R k , we may regard R G as the free abelian group on the symbolsG k
  Ž . Ž .H,  , H,  R k . Thus, for any M mon with decompositionG G kG
MM  M into lines one has1 m
    abM  H ,  R G ,Ž .Ý i i kG
 4M  M , . . . , M Gi 1 m
Ž .if H ,  denotes the stabilizing pair of M , i 1, . . . , m. Or alsoi i i
 rk M H , Ž .Gk   M  H ,  .Ý G G : HŽ . Ž .H ,  R kG
Moreover, note that by Proposition 1.9, one has
   MN M  N
for arbitrary M, N mon.kG
5.2. Remark. We feel that there is a need to explain the strange
ab Ž .notation ‘‘R G ’’ for the Grothendieck group defined in 5.1. First of allk
 it is chosen for being consistent with the notation in 2 . The reasons for
abŽ .choosing this notation are the following. If we define by R G thek
Ž .Grothendieck group of abelian G-line bundles over k see Definition 1.6 ,
abŽ . ab Ž .  then R G R G is the free abelian group on the symbols G,  ,k k G
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .G k . Note that the G-orbit of G,   M k , G k , is aG
abŽ . ab Ž .singleton. The index ‘‘’’ by going over from R G to R G indicatesk k
ab Ž . abŽ .that we form R G by taking the direct sum of all groups R H ,k k
ŽHG, and dividing out the G-action. This is a natural construction more
.  precisely, a functor as explained in 2, Section 2 . Since the basis of the
ab ˆŽ . Ž .group R G is indexed by G k , we might also consider it as the set ofk
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Žisomorphism classes of kG-lattices of rank 1 over k we denoted those by
ˆ abŽ . . Ž .k , G k in the previous sections . Therefore, R G is also the k
Grothendieck group of abelian kG-lattices, where we mean by abelian that
they decompose into a direct sum of rank one lattices. The justification for
this terminology lies in the fact that, for k, there is a canonical
equivalence between the category of abelian G-lattices and the category
of Gab-lattices, where Gab denotes the commutator factor group of G.
Ž .Thus, if R G denotes the character ring of G, we have a canonical
abŽ . Ž . Ž ab .isomorphism between R G omitting the index  and R G . We will
abŽ .see later that this double role of R G as a subgroup of the Grothendieckk
group of mon and lat leads to the canonical Brauer induction formulakG kG
Ž . Ž  .see Section 6 , and to other canonical induction formulae see 2 .
The constructions outlined in Remark 1.5 give rise to a variety of
ab Ž .additional structures and structure maps on the abelian groups R H ,k
HG. In the following we will translate these constructions on line
bundles into maps on Grothendieck groups.
5.3. Multiplication
ab Ž .The tensor product on mon defines a multiplication on R G . ThiskG k
ab Ž .provides R G with the structure of a commutative ring with unityk
 G, 1 . In order to give an explicit multiplication formula in terms of theG
  Ž . Ž . G Gbasis H,  , H,  R k , we need to decompose S  S as aG G Ž H ,  . Ž K ,  .
direct sum of indecomposables
SG  SGŽ H ,  . Ž K ,  .
 IndG k  IndG kŽ . Ž .H  K 
 IndG k ResG IndG kŽ .Ž .ž /H  H K 
 IndG k  Ind H s Ress K s k sŽ . Ž .ž /H  H K H K Ž  .
sHGK
 IndG IndH s ResH s k Ress K s k sŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H K H K  H K Ž  .
sHGK
 IndG s k s .Ž .H K   Ž  .s sH K H K
Hence, we obtain the multiplication rule
s s    s sH ,   K ,   H K ,     Ž .ÝG G H K H K G
sHGK
Ž . Ž . Ž .for arbitrary H,  , K ,   M k .G
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5.4. Restriction
Let f : GG be a homomorphism between finite groups. The functor
Res : mon mon which commutes with direct sums and tensorf kG kG 
products induces a unitary ring homomorphism
res : Rab G Rab G ,Ž . Ž .f k k
s s	1  	1 sH ,   f H ,  f  .Ž . Ž .ÝG f Ž H . G 
Ž .sf G  GH
For an inclusion UG of subgroups we also write
res G : Rab G Rab U ,Ž . Ž .U k k
s s  sH ,   U H ,   .ÝG U H U
sUGH
Note that, if f  : G G is another homomorphism between finite
groups, then by the transitivity of the functors one obtains
res res  res : Rab G Rab G .Ž . Ž .f  f f f  k k
5.5. Induction
Let UG be a subgroup. The functor IndG : mon mon inducesU kU kG
a group homomorphism
G ab ab    ind : R U R G , H ,   H ,  .Ž . Ž . U GU k k
Note that ind is transitive with respect to subgroup towers. The Mackey
Ž .decomposition formula in Remark 1.5 h induces the identity
res Gind G x  indU s ress H s sxŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž . ÝU H U H  U H
sUGH
ab Ž . s ab Žs .for all U, HG and xR H , where xR H is defined ask k
Ž . s 	1res x with the conjugation map c : HH, y s ys. This ringc ss
isomorphism res is also called conjugation by s, and it is given explicitlyc s
by
s s s sab ab
s 	: R H R H , K ,   K ,  .Ž . Ž . Hk k H
Note that these conjugation maps behave transitively with respect to
multiplication in G. Moreover, they commute with restriction and induc-
Ž Ž ..tion, and by Frobenius reciprocity see Remark 1.5 g one has
x  ind G y  ind G resG x  yŽ . Ž .Ž .H H H
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ab Ž . ab Ž . abfor all HG and xR G , yR H . This shows that R is ak k k
Ž   .Green functor see 2, Section 1 for a precise definition .
5.6. Bilinear Form
Similar to the Schur inner product on the character ring, which is
induced by considering the dimensions of morphism sets between G-
modules, we define a bilinear form
	,	 : Rab G Rab G  Ž . Ž . Ž .G k k
by
   M , N  rk mon M , NŽ .Ž . Ž .G k kG
Ž .for M, N mon. Note that, by Proposition 1.11 b , the k-modulekG
Ž .mon M, N is free and thatkG
 s    K ,  , H ,   sGH  K ,   H ,  5.6.a 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .G G G
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all K ,  , H,   M k . In particular, the matrix describing theG
  Ž . Ž .bilinear form with respect to the basis H,  , H,  R k , is aG G
non-singular upper triangular matrix with entries
   H ,  , H ,   N H ,  : H 5.6.bŽ . Ž .Ž .G G G G
Ž . Ž .on the diagonal, if we order the elements H,  R k according toG
  ab Ž .increasing group order H . This shows that, for arbitrary x, yR G ,k
one has
x y x , z  y , z for all zRab GŽ . Ž . Ž .G G k
 z , x  z , y for all zRab G .Ž . Ž . Ž .G G k
5.7. Abelianization and the Mark Homomorphism
abŽ . ab Ž .Recall that R G 
R G is the Grothendieck group of abeliank k
ˆ  Ž .G-line bundles over k and that by identifying its basis G,  with G kG
ˆŽ .we may regard this subring as the group ring G k . It is easy to see that
the projection map
 , if HG ,ab ab   : R G R G , H ,  Ž . Ž . GG k k ½ 0, if HG ,
is a ring homomorphism. Therefore, the mark homomorphism
   res G : Rab G  Rab HŽ . Ž .Ž . ŁG H H k kHG
HG
Ž  .is a ring homomorphism. Moreover, it is injective see 2, Section 2 .
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5.8. DEFINITION. Let
M: 0M   M  0r s
be a finite chain complex in mon. We define its Lefschetz inariantkG
Ž . M by
i ab  M  	1 M R G .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i k
i
5.9. PROPOSITION. Let M and N be finite chain complexes in monkG
Ž . Ž .which are homotopy equialent. Then  M  N .
Proof. Let f : MN be a homotopy equivalence. Then its map-
Ž .ping cone C is contractible. On the one hand, it is clear that  C 
Ž . Ž . Ž . N 	 M . On the other hand,  C  0, since C is con-
ŽŽ H ,  .. Ž .tractible. In fact, with C, also the chain complexes C , H,  
Ž .M k , of k-modules are contractible. Therefore,G
iG G res  C  	1 rk Res C H ,   Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý ÝH H k H i
i ˆŽ .H k
i ŽŽ H ,  .. 	1 rk C   0,Ž .Ý Ý k iž /
iˆŽ .H k
Ž . Ž .for all HG. Now  C  0 follows from the injectivity of  see 5.7 .G
6. THE CANONICAL BRAUER INDUCTION FORMULA
AND MONOMIAL RESOLUTIONS OVER 
Throughout this section we set k and omit k in all notations; e.g.,
ˆ abŽ . Ž .we write M , R , G, R G , etc. By R G we denote the character ringG G 
of G which we identify with the Grothendieck group of mod. The SchurG
Ž . Ž . Ž .inner product on R G is denoted by 	,	 . By Irr G we denote the setG
of irreducible complex characters of G.
We first recall the notion of the canonical Brauer induction formula, a
Ž . abŽ .  map a : R G R G , which was introduced in 1 . But note that weG 
 use a slightly different notation from 2 . Then we show that each finitely
generated G-module has a finite monomial resolution and that the map
Ž . abŽ .R G R G resulting from taking the Lefschetz invariant of a finite
monomial resolution coincides with the canonical Brauer induction for-
mula.
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6.1
The forgetful functor V : mod induces the mapG
ab   Gb : R G R G , H ,   ind  ,Ž . Ž . Ž .GG  H
between the respective Grothendieck groups. It is clear that b is a ringG
homomorphism which commutes with induction, restriction, and conjuga-
tion maps, since these constructions on mon commute with the forgetfulG
functor.
The canonical Brauer induction formula can be defined by the commuta-
tivity of the diagram
aG abR G R GŽ . Ž .


GŽ .   resG H H HGGŽ .p resH H HG abR HŽ .Ł
HG
Ž .6.1.a
abŽ . Ž .where we consider R H R H as the -span of the linear characters
ˆ   Ž .by identifying H with H,  cf. Remark 5.2 and 5.7 , and whereH
Ž . abŽ .the homomorphism p : R H R H , HG, is defined for H
Ž .Irr G by
ˆ , if H ,
p  Ž .H ½ 0, if  1  1.Ž .
 It is proved in 2, Section 2 that the image of the diagonal map in Diagram
Ž .6.1.a is contained in the image of  , so that by the injectivity of  theG G
map a is well defined. Note that the commutativity of the above diagramG
implies that
p   a . 6.1.bŽ .G G G
 6.2. THEOREM 1, Theorem 2.1 . With the notation from 6.1 the following
holds:
Ž .a The map a is the right adjoint map of b with respect to the SchurG G
Ž . abŽ .inner product on R G and the bilinear form defined in 5.6 on R G ; i.e.,
G  ind  ,   H ,  , a Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . GH G GG
Ž . Ž .for all R G and all H,   M .G
Ž .b The map a is a section of the map b ; i.e., b a  id .G G G G RŽG .
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Ž .c The map a commutes with arbitrary restrictions; i.e., if f : GGG
is a homomorphism between finite groups, then the diagram
aG abŽ . Ž .R G R G
 
res resf  f
aG abŽ . Ž .R G R G
is commutatie.
Ž . Ž .d Let  be an irreducible character of G, let Z  be the center of  ,
G Ž .and let  Z  be such that res  is a multiple of . Then onlyŽ . ZŽ  .
 those basis elements H,   M G may hae a non-zero coefficient inG G
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .a  which satisfy Z  ,   H,  .G
Ž . abŽ .6.3. Remark. Since R G and R G are the respective Grothendieck
abŽ .groups of mod and mon and since the natural map b : R G G G G 
Ž .R G comes from a functor on the categories, namely the forgetful
functor, we may ask ourselves if a also is induced by a functor modG G
Ž . mon. But this is impossible, since in view of Theorem 6.2 b thisG
would imply that each finitely generated G-module is monomial, which is
certainly not true for arbitrary G. The necessarily occurring negative
Ž .coefficients in the canonical Brauer induction formula a  , for aG
Ž .general character  of G, hint at interpreting the element a  as theG
Lefschetz invariant of a chain complex in mon. If we chose V modG G
affording the character  and if M is a finite chain complex in mon,G
then the condition
 M  a  6.3.aŽ . Ž . Ž .G
is equivalent to
 res G  M   res G a  Rab G ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H H H G
for all HG, by the injectivity of  . Since a commutes with restric-G G
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..tions see Theorem 6.2 c and since  a  p see Eq. 6.1.b , weH H H
have
 res G a   p resG   dim V Ž H ,  .   .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . ÝH H G H H 
ˆH
Moreover, we have
G   ŽŽ H ,  .. res M  dim M   ,Ž .Ž . ÝH H i  i
ˆH
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Ž .for each i . Thus, Eq. 6.3.a is equivalent to the condition
i ŽŽ H ,  .. Ž H ,  .	1 dim M  dim V ,Ž .Ý  i 
i
Ž .for all H,  in G. But this last condition is satisfied for a monomial
	 Ž .resolution M V by the exactness condition 2.2.a , provided that M
	is finite. Thus, if V has a finite monomial resolution M V, then Eq.
Ž .6.3.a holds.
6.4
In the following paragraphs we recall some notations and some results
  Ž .from 1, 2.172.20 . Let V mod. We call H,   M admissible forG G
Ž H ,  . Ž .V, if V  0. Let S V denote the set of non-zero -subspaces of V,
Ž .and let A V 
 M denote the set of admissible pairs for V. We defineG
F : A V  S V , H ,   V Ž H ,  . ,Ž . Ž . Ž .V
’
P : S V  A V , W sup H ,   M W
 V Ž H ,  . .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4V G
ŽNote that P is well defined although in general suprema do not exist inV
. Ž E, 1. Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  .M , since W
 V V and since W
 V and W
 V im-G
² :plies that the subgroup U H, H generated by H and H also acts
ˆby scalar multiplication on W via a unique U which extends both 
and .
Ž . Ž . ŽThe sets A V and S V are G-posets G acts via poset automorphisms
.on both posets . The maps F and P form a Galois connection in theV V
 sense of 4 ; this means that they are both order reversing maps and that
W
 F P W , H ,   P F H ,  , 6.4.aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .V V V V
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all W S V and H,   A V . Moreover, F and P are G-equi-V V
Ž .variant. The properties in 6.4.a imply immediately that
P W  P F  P W , F H ,   F  P F H , Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V V V V V V V V
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for all W S V and H,   A V . For H,   A V we define the
Ž .V-closure cl H,  byV
cl H ,   P F H ,  ;Ž . Ž .Ž .V V V
Ž . Ž . Ž .in other words, cl H,  is the biggest pair H,  in A V such thatV
Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  . Ž . Ž .V  V . A pair H,   A V is called closed for V, if
Ž . Ž .cl H,   H,  . The closure map is order preserving and has theV
properties
H ,   cl H ,  , cl cl H ,   cl H ,  ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .V V V V
cl s H ,  s cl H ,  ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .V V
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for all H,   A V and sG. The subset Cl V  A V of closed
pairs forms a G-subposet of M which is isomorphic to the dual of theG
 Ž H ,  . Ž . Ž .4G-poset V  H,   A V via F and P .V V
Ž . Ž . Ž .For H,   Cl V we define the V-depth d H,  as the maximalV
natural number n such that there is a strictly ascending chain
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H,   H ,     H ,  in Cl V . In particular, the pairs of0 0 n n
Ž .V-depth 0 are precisely the maximal elements in Cl V .
6.5. THEOREM. For each V mod there exists a monomial resolutionG
	M V with the following properties:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i M H,   0 for all H,   Cl V and all i .i 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii M H,   0 for all H,   Cl V and i with d H, i V
 i.
In particular, the chain complex M is finite: M  0 for all ii
 Ž . Ž . Ž .4max d H,   H,   Cl V .V
Proof. By induction on n we show that there exists a chain0
complex
  n	1 n	2 0 	
M  M   M  V 6.5.aŽ .n n	1 0
Ž .with M , . . . , M  mon, with morphisms   mon M , M , i0 n G i G i1 i
0, . . . , n	 1, and with a homomorphism of G-modules 	 : M  V such0
that the following conditions are satisfied:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A M H,   0 for all H,   Cl V and all 0 i n.n i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .B M H,   0 for all H,   Cl V and all 0 i n withn i
Ž .d H,   i.V
Ž .C The sequence of k-modulesn
 n	1 0 	ŽŽ H ,  .. ŽŽ H ,  .. Ž H ,  .M   M  V  0n 0
Ž .is exact for all H,   M .G
Ž .D The sequence of k-modulesn
 n	1 0 	ŽŽ H ,  .. ŽŽ H ,  .. Ž H ,  .0M   M  V  0n 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .is exact for all H,   Cl V with d H,   n.V
 Ž . Ž . Ž .4 Ž .Note that for nmax d H,   H,   Cl V the properties AV n
	Ž . Ž .and B imply that M  0 and that property C shows that M V isn n n
Ž . Ž .a G-monomial resolution of V such that the conditions i and ii of the
theorem are satisfied.
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Note also that, by kG-equivariance, it suffices to show the properties
Ž . Ž .A  D only for pairs in R .n n G
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a First we show that if A , B , and D hold, then it suffices ton n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .prove C only for pairs H,   Cl V .n
Ž . Ž . Ž .For this purpose let H,   M be arbitrary. If H,   A V , thenG
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽŽ H ,  ..H,   A V for all H,   H,  . Hence, M H,  M i i
Ž . Ž H ,  . Ž . Ž .0 for all i 0, . . . , n by A , and also V  0. Now if H,   A V ,n
Ž H ,  . clV Ž H ,  . Ž .then V  V by the definition of the closure of H,  . More-
over, M ŽŽ H ,  ..M ŽclV Ž H ,  .. for all 0 i n. In fact, M ŽclV Ž H ,  ..
i i i
ŽŽ H ,  .. Ž . Ž . Ž .M , since H,   cl H,  . On the other hand, for all H,  i V
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..H,  , we have M H,   0 unless H,  is closed by A . But ini n
Ž . Ž . Ž .this case we have H,   cl H,   H,  , and thereforeV
Ž . ŽclV Ž H ,  .. Ž . Ž .M H,  
M . Thus, the sequence in C for H,  coincidesi i n
Ž .with the sequence for cl H,  , which is exact by assumption.V
Ž . Ž .b We start the induction on n by defining 	 : M  V. Let H, 0
R .G
Ž . Ž .  If H,   Cl V , then we define the H,  -homogeneous compo-G
Ž  . G Ž Ž H ,  .. Ž H ,  .nent M H,  of M as Ind V where we view V as an0 G 0 H
H-line bundle over  with any chosen decomposition into lines and with
Ž . Ž H ,  .the already existing H-action h   h  for all hH and   V .
G Ž Ž H ,  ..Moreover, we define 	 on Ind V by s  s , i.e., as beingH H
induced by the identity map on V Ž H ,  ..
Ž . Ž . Ž  . Ž .If H,   Cl V , then we set M H,   0, so that condition A0 G 0
Ž .is already satisfied. Condition B is obviously empty.0
Ž . Ž .Next we show condition D . For this purpose assume that H,  is a0
Ž . Ž . Ž .maximal element in Cl V . We may assume that H,  R . If H,  isG
Ž . Ž .maximal in Cl V , then it is also maximal in A V . This implies that
Ž .N H,  H, since otherwise  could be extended to a bigger subgroupG
HH with abelian factor group HH, and V Ž H ,  . 0 then implies by
Ž H ,  . Ž . Ž .Clifford theory that V  0 for some H,   H,  . This contra-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .dicts the maximality of H,  in A V . Since H,  is maximal in Cl V
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ H ,  .. Ž .we see by A and by N H,  H that M M H,   10 G 0 0 H
V Ž H ,  .. Thus 	 : M ŽŽ H ,  .. V Ž H ,  . is an isomorphism.0
Ž . ŽŽ H ,  .. Ž H ,  .Finally, by part a , we only need to show that 	 : M  V is0
Ž . Ž .surjective for all H,   Cl V . However, this is clear from the construc-
tion.
Ž .c Next we assume that we have already constructed a sequence
 n	1 0 	
M   M  Vn 0
Ž . Ž .such that A  D hold. If n 0, then we interpret  as 	 and Mn n n	1 n	1
Ž .as V. We will define  : M M by defining for each H,  Rn n1 n G
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  Ž  .the H,  -homogeneous component M H,  and a morphism ofG n1 G
Ž  . Ž .G-line bundles  : M H,  M . So let H,  R .n n1 G n G
Ž . Ž . Ž  . Ž .If H,   Cl V we set M H,   0. Thus, A is satisfied.n1 G n1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž  .If H,   Cl V and d H,   n we also set M H,   0.V n1 G
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then, B follows from B . Moreover, D and A imply Cn1 n n n1 n1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for all H,  R with d H,   n. Finally, D implies D for allG V n n1
Ž . Ž . Ž .H,   Cl V with d H,   n.V
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž  .If H,   Cl V and d H,   n 1, then we set M H, V n1 G
G Ž Ž H ,  .. Ž H ,  . Ž ŽŽ H ,  .. ŽŽ H ,  ... Ind  with   ker  : M M consid-H n n n	1 n n	1
ered as an H-line bundle with any chosen decomposition, and we define
  : M H ,  M , s  s ,Ž .Gn n1 n k H
Ž H ,  . Ž .Ž Ž  ..for sG and   . Then obviously   M H,   0,n n	1 n n1 G
Žand  is a morphism in mon by Frobenius reciprocity see Remarkn G
Ž .. Ž H ,  . G Ž .1.5 g applied to the inclusion  
Res M . Now,n H n
n	1ŽŽ H ,  .. ŽŽ H ,  .. Ž H ,  . Ž H ,  . ŽŽ H ,  ..ker M  M    1  
  MŽ . Ž .n n	1 n n k H n n n1ž /
Ž . Ž . Ž .shows that C holds for this pair H,  . Moreover, D is emptyn1 n1
Ž .for H,  .
Ž . Ž .Now we are left with the case that d H,   n 1, and only DV n1
Ž .has to be proven for this pair, since C follows trivially. We will shown1
in Lemma 6.6 that
n	1Ž H ,  . ŽŽ H ,  .. ŽŽ H ,  .. N Ž H ,  .G  ker M  M  Ind LŽ .n n n	1 H Ž H ,  .ž /
Ž . Ž H ,  .as N H,  -modules for some H-submodule L 
 . SinceG Ž H ,  . n
the character of L has to be a multiple of , we may view L asŽ H ,  . Ž H ,  .
 an H,  -homogeneous object in mon by choosing any decompositionH H
into lines. We set
  GM H ,   Ind LŽ . Ž .Gn1 H Ž H ,  .
and define
  : M H ,  M , g  g ,Ž .Gn n1 n H
for sG and   L . Then,  is a morphism of G-line bundles overŽ H ,  . n
Ž Ž .., by Frobenius reciprocity see Remark 1.5 g applied to the inclusion
Ž H ,  . Ž .L 
 
M of H-line bundles over . Now D holds forŽ H ,  . n n n1
Ž . Ž . Ž .H, . In fact, by A and B , we haven1 n1
ŽŽ ..H , ŽŽ H ,  .. GM  Ind L  s L .Ž .Ž . n1 H Ž H ,  . H Ž H ,  .
Ž .sN H ,  HG
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This shows that  induces an isomorphism M ŽŽ H ,  ..Ž H ,  ., and then n1 n
proof will be completed by Lemma 6.6.
6.6. LEMMA. Let
  n	1 n	2 0 	
M  M   M  Vn n	1 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .be as in 6.5.a such that the conditions A  D in the proof of Theoremn n
Ž . Ž . Ž .6.5 are satisfied. Let H,   Cl V with d H,   n 1. Then theV
Ž .character  of the N H,  -moduleG
n	1Ž H ,  . ŽŽ H ,  .. ŽŽ H ,  ..  ker M  MN n n	1ž /
NG Ž H ,  .Ž .is a multiple of ind  , possibly zero.H
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. We set NN H,  . Then by property C for H,  weG n
have an exact sequence of N-modules
 n	1 0 	Ž H ,  . ŽŽ H ,  .. ŽŽ H ,  .. Ž H ,  .0 M   M  V  0.n n 0
Ž . ŽŽ H ,  ..If we denote by  R N the character of M for i 0, . . . , n, andi i
Ž . Ž H ,  .by R N the character of V , then we obtain the following
Ž .equation in R N :
n
n1 i	1  	1    .Ž . Ž .Ý i
i0
On the other hand we can consider M ŽŽ H ,  .. as an object in mon. Sincei N
Ž ŽŽ H ,  .. . Ž Ž ..  b M and  b a  , the last equation can be rewritteni N i N N
as
n
n1 i ŽŽ H ,  ..	1  b a  	 	1 M . 6.6.aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝN N iž /
i0
First note that all the stabilizing pairs of the lines of M ŽŽ H ,  .. mon,i N
Ž . Ž .i 0, . . . , n, are of the form HN,   for some pair H,  H  N
Ž .  ŽŽ H ,  ..  abŽ .H,  in M . Hence, M R N may have non-zero coefficientsG i 
  Ž . Ž .only at basis elements K ,   M N with H,   K ,  , for allN N
Ž . Ž .i 0, . . . , n. The same is true for the element a  by Theorem 6.2 d ,N
since   is a multiple of . This shows that we can writeH
n
i ŽŽ H ,  ..  a  	 	1 M   K ,  6.6.bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý NN i K ,  N
i0  K ,  M NN N
Ž . Ž .H ,   K , 
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with suitable numbers   . We will show thatK ,  N
  0, for all K ,   M with K ,   H ,  . 6.6.cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .K ,   NN
Ž .  This implies that the element in Eq. 6.6.b is a multiple of K ,  , andN
Ž . Ž .substitution of Eq. 6.6.b in Eq. 6.6.a establishes the assertion of the
lemma.
Ž .In order to prove Eq. 6.6.c let us assume that there is some pair
Ž . Ž . Ž .K ,   H,  in M with   0 and that K ,  is maximal0 0 N K ,   0 00 0 N
under this condition. This will lead us to a contradiction as follows. By the
Ž . Ž . Ž .maximality of K ,  and by Eqs. 5.6.a and 5.6.b , the following0 0
abŽ .evaluation of the bilinear form on R N does not vanish,
   K ,  ,  K , Ý N0 0 K ,  N Nž / K ,  M NN N
NŽ . Ž .H ,   K , 
     K ,  , K , Ž .Ý NK ,   0 0 N NN
 K ,  M NN N
Ž . Ž .H ,   K , 
     K ,  , K , Ž .K ,   0 0 0 0N N N0 0 N
  N K ,  : K  0.Ž .K ,   N 0 0 00 0 N
Ž . Ž .On the other hand we obtain by Theorem 6.2 b and by Lemma 1.11 a
n
i ŽŽ H ,  .. K ,  , a  	 	1 MŽ . Ž .Ý0 0 N iNž /
i0 N
n
i ŽŽ H ,  ..    K ,  , a  	 	1 K ,  , MŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý0 0 N 0 0 iN NN N
i0
n
iN N ŽŽ H ,  .. ind  ,  	 	1 dim mon S , MŽ . Ž .ÝŽ . Ž .ž /K 0  N Ž K ,  . i0 0 0N
i0
n
ŽŽ ..K , i 0 0N ŽŽ H ,  ..  , res  	 	1 dim MŽ . Ž . Ž .ÝŽ .0 K  i0 N
i0
n
iŽ K ,  . ŽŽ K ,  ..0 0 0 0 dim V 	 	1 dim M .Ž .Ý  i
i0
We will obtain the desired contradiction by showing that the last expres-
Ž . Ž H ,  .sion is zero. If K ,  is not admissible for the N-module V , i.e., if0 0
Ž K 0 ,  0 . ŽŽ K 0 ,  0 .. Ž .V  0, then also M  0 for all i 0, . . . , n by A , and thei n
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Ž . Ž H ,  .above expression vanishes. If K ,  is admissible for V , then we0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .have cl H,   H,   K ,   cl K ,  . This implies thatV 0 0 V 0 0
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .d cl K ,   d H,   n 1. Now D implies that the sequenceV V 0 0 V n
 n	1 0 	Žcl Ž K ,  .. Žcl Ž K ,  .. cl Ž K ,  .V 0 0 V 0 0 V 0 00M   M  V  0n 0
is exact. But V Ž K 0 ,  0 . V cl V Ž K 0 ,  0 ., and by an argument, we already used
Ž . ŽŽ K 0 ,  0 ..in part a of the proof of Theorem 6.5, we know that M i
M ŽclV Ž K 0 ,  0 .. for all i 0, . . . , n. Hence, also in this case the above expres-i
sion is zero. This completes the proof of the lemma and of Theorem 6.5.
	6.7. COROLLARY. Let V mod with character  , and let M V beG
Ž . Ž .a finite monomial resolution of V. Then a   M .G
Proof. This was shown in Remark 6.3.
6.8. Remark. The last corollary shows that the construction of a mono-
mial resolution for a finitely generated G-module provides a full embed-
fŽ .ding of mod into the homotopy category K mon of finite chainG G
Ž .complexes in mon cf. Remark 4.3 . This allows the following interpreta-G
tion: The monomial resolution is the lift of the canonical Brauer induction
Ž .formula on the Grothendieck group level to the category level. More
precisely, the diagram
 fŽ .mod K monG G
 
  
aG abŽ . Ž .R G R G
is commutative, where the upper horizontal arrow indicates the functor of
taking monomial resolutions. Note that the vertical arrow  is well defined
by Proposition 5.9.
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